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Quantum die rolling: A multi-outome generalization of quantum oin ipping
N. Aharon and J. Silman
Shool of Physis and Astronomy, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv 69978, Israel
We generalize the problem of oin ipping to more than two outomes and parties.
We term this problem die rolling, and study both its weak and strong variants. We
prove by onstrution that in quantum settings (i) weak N-sided die rolling admits an
arbitrarily small bias for any value of N , and (ii) two-party strong N-sided die rolling
saturates the orresponding generalization of Kitaev's bound for any value of N . In
addition, we make use of this last result to introdue a family of optimal 2m-party
strong nm-sided die rolling protools for any value of m and n.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coin ipping (CF) is a ryptographi problem in whih a pair of remote distrustful parties, usually referred to as
Alie and Bob, must generate a random bit that they agree on. There are two types of oin ipping protools. In
weak CF one of the parties prefers one of the outomes and the other prefers the opposite, whereas in strong CF eah
party does not know the other's preferene. The seurity of a CF protool is quantied by the biases ǫ
(i)
A and ǫ
(i)
B
(i = 0, 1); if P
(i)
A
∗
and P
(i)
B
∗
are the maximal probabilities that a dishonest Alie or Bob an fore the outome i,
then
ǫ
(i)
j =ˆ P
(i)
j
∗ − 1
2
, i ∈ {0, 1} . (1)
The biases tell us to what extent eah of the parties an inrease beyond one half their hanes of obtaining eah of
the outomes. In weak CF we assoiate eah of the outomes with a win of one party over the other. Hene, we are
not interested in bounding the maximal losing probability and we onsequently onsider only two biases: ǫi=ˆP
∗
i −1/2,
where P ∗i is dishonest party i's maximal winning probability. ǫ=ˆmax (ǫA, ǫB), or ǫ=ˆmax
(
ǫ
(0)
A , ǫ
(1)
A , ǫ
(0)
B , ǫ
(1)
B
)
in the
ase of strong CF, is often referred to as the bias of the protool.
The problem of CF was rst introdued by Blum in 1981, who analyzed it in lassial settings [1℄. It was
subsequently shown that if there are no limitations on the parties' omputational power a dishonest party an always
fore any outome they desire [2℄. With the publiation of the quantum key distribution protool of Bennett and
Brassard in 1984 [3℄, it was realized that many ommuniation tasks that are impossible in a lassial setting may
be possible in a quantum setting. In 1999 Goldenberg et al. introdued a quantum gambling protool [4℄, whih is a
problem losely related to weak CF (see [5℄). The rst quantum (strong) oin ipping protool per se was presented
by Aharonov et al. in 2000 [6℄. The protool ahieves a bias of
√
2/4 ≃ 0.354 [7℄. Soon afterward Spekkens and
Rudolph [8℄, and independently Ambainis [9℄, devised a strong CF protool with a bias of 1/4. On the other hand,
Kitaev subsequently proved that there is a limit to the eay of strong CF protools [10℄: Any strong CF protool
must satisfy P
(i)
A
∗ · P (i)B
∗ ≥ 1/2, i ∈ {0, 1}. As regards weak CF, in 2002 Spekkens and Rudolph introdued a family
of three rounds of ommuniation protools in whih both dishonest parties have a bias of (
√
2 − 1)/2 ≃ 0.207 [11℄.
Mohon then improved upon Spekkens and Rudolph's result by onstruting weak CF protools with an innite
number of rounds [12, 13℄. These eorts ulminated in a proof that weak CF with an arbitrarily small bias is possible
[14℄. Most reently, building upon Mohon's latest result, Chailloux and Kerenidis devised a strong CF protool,
whih saturates Kitaev's bound in the limit of an innite number of rounds [15℄.
CF admits many generalizations. We may onsider imbalaned oins, more than two outomes, more than two
parties, or indeed some or all of these possibilities ombined. An analysis of multi-party strong CF  the problem of
N remote distrustful parties having to deide on a bit  in quantum settings was arried out in [16℄, and similarly
to the two-party ase, it was shown that the use of quantum resoures is advantageous. Even though it is usually
mentioned only with respet to the balaned ase, the general statement of Kitaev's bound reads
P
(i)
A
∗ · P (i)B
∗ ≥ Pi , i ∈ {0, 1} , (2)
where Pi is the probability of the outome i in an honest exeution of the protool. One of the results of this
paper is the generalization of Chailloux and Kerenidis' optimal Strong CF protool to over the imbalaned ase as
2well. Similalry, also in the weak ase, optimal protools exist for every degree of imbalane [15℄, thereby generalizing
Mohon's aforementioned result.
Somewhat surprisingly, CF has yet to be generalized to many outomes. Indeed, even in lassial settings this
problem is nontrivial, as a dishonest party an no longer fore with ertainty all of the outomes. In this paper we
shall fous on two problems. In the rst, whih we term weak die rolling (DR), N > 2 remote distrustful parties
must agree on a number between 1 and N with party i preferring the i-th outome. In the seond, whih we term
strong DR, M remote distrustful parties must agree on a number between 1 and N without any party being aware
of any other's preferene.
The paper is organized as follows. In setion II we prove that, using quantum resoures, weak N -sided die rolling
with arbitrarily small bias is possible for any value of N . This result stands in marked ontrast to the lassial ase,
where, under ertain onditions, an honest party always loses. Furthermore, to gain insight as to what biases are
ahievable with a minimal number of rounds of ommuniation, we present a six-round weak three-sided DR protool,
whih inorporates a three-round weak imbalaned CF protool that generalizes the results of Spekkens and Rudolph
to the imbalaned ase. In setion III we generalize Kitaev's bound to any number of parties, M , and outomes, N ,
and present a family of two-party protools that saturate it for any value of N . We then make use of this family
to extend this result to 2m-party nm-sided DR any for value of m and n. In the proess, we generalize Chailloux
and Kerenidis' optimal strong CF protool to over the imbalaned ase. Finally, we analyze a family of three-round
two-party strong N -sided DR protools for any value of N .
II. WEAK DICE ROLLING WITH ARBITRARILY SMALL BIAS
The purpose of weak CF is to deide between two parties. Hene, its natural multi-outome generalization is the
problem of deiding between N > 2 parties. As opposed to weak CF, in weak N > 2-sided DR there are many
dierent heating senarios, as any number of parties n < N may be dishonest. We shall be interested in the N
worst ase senarios where all but one of the parties are dishonest and, moreover, are ating in unison. That is,
the dishonest parties share lassial and quantum ommuniation hannels and have a joint strategy. In addition,
we shall require that the protool be fair in the sense that the honest party's maximum losing probability be the
same in eah of these N senarios. Of ourse, the seurity of the protool an be evaluated with respet to any other
heating senario, but as we shall onsider only fair protools, the seurity of any heating senarios is never poorer
than that provided by the afore-mentioned N worst ase senarios.
We begin by observing that in CF the bias has a omplementary denition. Conentrating on weak CF, we ould
just as well dene it as
ǫ¯i=ˆP¯
∗
i − 1/2 , i = A, B (3)
where P¯ ∗i = P
∗
j 6=i is the maximum probability that party i loses. Aording to this denition the bias tells us to what
extent party j 6= i an inrease other party i's hanes of losing beyond one half. In the ase of N parties, the bias ǫ¯i
then tells us to what extent the N−1 dishonest parties an inrease party i's hanes of losing beyond 1−1/N , rather
than to what extent a sole dishonest party an inrease its hanes of winning beyond 1/N . We shall always use this
redenition of the bias when onsidering weak DR. The omputation of biases in weak DR is therefore equivalent to
the omputation of biases in a weak imbalaned oin ipping protool.
A. Weak die rolling with arbitrarily small bias
We shall now prove that quantum weak N -sided DR with arbitrarily small bias is possible for any N . The proof is
by onstrution. Consider the following N -party protool. Eah party is uniquely identied aording to a number
from 1 to N . The protool onsists of N − 1 stages. In stage one parties 1 and 2 weakly ip a balaned quantum
oin. The winner and party 3 then weakly ip an imbalaned quantum oin in stage two, where if both parties are
honest 3's winning probability equals 1/3. And so on, the rule being that in stage n ≥ 2 the winner of stage n− 1 and
party n weakly ip an imbalaned quantum oin, where if both parties are honest, n's winning probability equals
1/ (n+ 1). Thus, if all parties are honest eah has the same overall winning probability of 1/N . Using Mohon's
formalism [14℄, Chailloux and Kerenidis have reently proved that weak imbalaned oin ipping with arbitrarily small
bias is possible [15℄. It follows that in the limit where eah of the weak imbalaned oin ipping protools, used to
implement our DR protool, admits a vanishing bias (and N is nite), any honest party's winning probability tends
3to 1/N ; for a formal proof see appendix A. Moreover, sine we have onsidered the worst ase heating senario, this
result holds for any other heating senario.
The above result stands in stark ontrast to the lassial ase where if the number of honest parties is not stritly
greater than N/2, then the dishonest parties an fore any outome they desire. To see why this is so, let us onsider
a lassial N -sided die rolling protool and partition the parties into two groups of m ≤ ⌈N/2⌉ and n = N − m
parties. If both groups are honest, the probability that a party in the rst (seond) group wins is m/N (1 −m/N).
Therefore, any weak DR protool an serve as a weak imbalaned CF protool. Suppose now that all of the parties in
the seond group are dishonest, and are nevertheless unable to fore with ertainty the outome they hoose. Clearly,
this would still be the ase even if they were the smaller group, i.e. n < m (m > ⌈N/2⌉), and we get a ontradition,
sine in lassial weak imbalaned CF (as in the balaned ase) at least one of the parties is always able to fore
whihever outome they desire [17℄.
B. A six-round weak three-sided die rolling protool
Apart from the inherent limitations on the seurity of a multi-party quantum ryptographi protool, it is interesting,
both from a theoretial and a pratial viewpoint, to determine what degree of seurity is aorded using the least
amount of ommuniation. In this setion we introdue a six-round three-sided die rolling protool following the
general onstrution presented in the seond setion. This onstrution gives rise to dierent biases dependent on
the biases of the weak imbalaned CF protool employed in eah of its stages. Three-round weak imbalaned CF
protools to date have never been analyzed. In the next subsetion we arry out just suh an analysis, whih is then
used in the subsequent setion obtain denite results for the DR protool.
A three-round weak imbalaned oin ipping protool
We introdue a three-round weak imbalaned oin ipping protool based on quantum gambling. It is onstruted
suh that if both parties are honest Alie's winning probability equals 1 − p. Interestingly, it turns out that this
protool oinides with the generalization of Spekkens and Rudolph's work to the imbalaned ase. The protool
onsists of three rounds:
• Alie prepares a superposition of two qubits
|ψ0〉 =
√
1− p− η |↑1↓2〉+
√
p+ η |↓1↑2〉 , 0 ≤ η ≤ 1− p , (4)
where the subsripts serve to distinguish between the rst and seond qubit and will be omitted when the
distintion is lear. She then sends the seond qubit to Bob.
• Bob arries out a unitary transformation Uη on the qubit he reeived and another qubit (labelled by the subsript
3) prepared in the state |↓〉 suh that
|↑2↓3〉 → Uη |↑2↓3〉 =
√
p
p+ η
|↑2↓3〉+
√
η
p+ η
|↓2↑3〉 , (5)
and
|↓2↑3〉 → Uη |↓2↑3〉 =
√
η
p+ η
|↑2↓3〉 −
√
p
p+ η
|↓2↑3〉 , (6)
with Uη ating trivially on all other states. The resulting state is then
|ψ1〉 = Uη |ψ0〉 =
√
1− p− η |↑1↓2↓3〉+√p |↓1↑2↓3〉+√η |↓1↓2↑3〉 . (7)
Following this, he heks whether the seond and third qubits are in the state |↑2↓3〉.
• Bob wins if he nds the qubits in the state |↑2↓3〉. Alie then heks whether the rst qubit is in the state |↓〉,
in whih ase Bob passes the test. If Bob does not nd the qubits in the state |↑2↓3〉, he asks Alie for the rst
qubit and heks whether all three qubits are in the state
|ξ〉 =ˆ
√
1− p− η
1− p |↑1↓2↓3〉+
√
η
1− p |↓1↓2↑3〉 , (8)
in whih ase she passes the test.
4As proved in appendix B Alie's maximal winning probability is given by
P ∗A = max
δ
(√
(1− p− η) (1− δ)
1− p +
√
η2δ
(1− p) (p+ η)
)2
, δ ∈ [0, 1] (9)
while Bob's maximal winning probability is given by
P ∗B = p+ η . (10)
In the balaned ase a protool is fair if P ∗A = P
∗
B . We an play with η to make P
∗
A and P
∗
B minimal under this
onstraint. It is easy to show that the minimum then obtains for η =
(√
2− 1) /2. It follows that ǫA = ǫB =(√
2− 1) /2 and P ∗A = P ∗B = 1/√2.
A six-round weak three-sided die rolling protool with a bias of 0.181
The protool onsists of two three-round stages. In the rst stage, we have Alie and Bob weakly ip a balaned
quantum oin. Following this, in the seond stage, the winner and Claire weakly ip an imbalaned quantum oin,
suh that if both parties are honest Claire's winning probability equals 1/3. The protool is onsidered fair if
P¯ ∗A = P¯
∗
B = P¯
∗
C . Due to the protool's symmetry with respet to the interhange of Alie and Bob there are only
two nonequivalent worst ase senarios, i.e. either only Alie is honest or only Claire is honest. Using the quantum
gambling based protool an honest Alie has a maximum hane of 1 − 1/√2 of progressing to the seond stage.
Therefore, Alie's maximum losing probability is given by
P¯ ∗A =
1√
2
+
(
1− 1√
2
)
Π¯∗2/3 , (11)
while an honest Claire's maximum losing probability is given by
P¯ ∗C = Π¯
∗
1/3 , (12)
with Π¯∗1/3 (Π¯
∗
2/3) the maximum losing probability of the party with a winning probability of 1/3 (2/3) when both
parties are honest. Hene, we require that
Π¯∗1/3 =
1√
2
+
(
1− 1√
2
)
Π¯∗2/3 . (13)
If we use the WCF protool of the previous setion to implement the seond stage, then Π¯∗1/3 and Π¯
∗
2/3, and hene the
P¯ ∗i , will depend on η. We then have to minimize the P¯
∗
i with respet to η under the onstraint that they are all equal, or
what is the same thing, minimize Π¯∗1/3 under the onstraint eq. (13). However, there are two possible implementations.
Either 1− p = 2/3 and the seond stage begins with Alie preparing the state √2/3− η |↑1↓2〉+√1/3 + η |↓1↑2〉, or
else 1 − p = 1/3 and the seond stage begins with Claire preparing the state √1/3− η |↑1↓2〉 +√2/3 + η |↓1↑2〉. In
the rst ase we have to ompute
min
η
max
δ
1
2
(√
(2− 3η) (1− δ) +
√
9η2δ
(1 + 3η)
)2
(14)
under the onstraint that
max
δ
1
2
(√
(2− 3η) (1− δ) +
√
9η2δ
(1 + 3η)
)2
=
1√
2
+
(
1− 1√
2
)(
1
3
+ η
)
, (15)
while in the seond ase we have to ompute
min
η
(
2
3
+ η
)
(16)
under the onstraint that(
2
3
+ η
)
=
1√
2
+
(
1− 1√
2
)
max
δ
(√
(1− 3η) (1− δ) +
√
9η2δ
(2 + 3η)
)
. (17)
The rst of these yields the lower bias ǫ¯A = ǫ¯B = ǫ¯C ≃ 0.181 orresponding to P¯ ∗A = P¯ ∗B = P¯ ∗C ≃ 0.848. The seond
yields a bias of 0.199.
5III. OPTIMAL TWO-PARTY STRONG DICE ROLLING & BEYOND
In this setion we onsider the problem of M ≥ 2 remote distrustful parties having to deide on a number between
1 and N ≥ 3, without any party being aware of any other's preferene. We generalize Kitaev's bound, eq. (2), to
apply to this ase as well, and present a protool that saturates it for M = 2m parties and N = nm outomes for any
value of m and n. In partiular, this implies the possibility of optimal two-party strong N -sided DR protools for
any value of N . To this end we also introdue a protool that saturates Kitaev's bound for strong imbalaned CF,
eq. (2).
It is straightforward to adapt the original proofs of Kitaev's bound [10, 16℄ to over more than two parties and
outomes. Instead, however, we note that strong DR an always be used to implement strong imbalaned CF. In
partiular, let us onsider an M > 2-party strong N -sided DR protool. The probability for eah of the outomes in
an honest exeution is Pi = 1/N . Suppose that we take the rst N − 1 outomes (last outome) to represent 0 (1) in
an M -party strong imbalaned CF protool, suh that there is a (N − 1) /N probability of obtaining 0 in an honest
exeution. Kitaev's bound an be generalized to over this ase as well and reads P¯
(1)
A
∗ · P¯ (1)B
∗ · . . . · P¯ (1)M
∗ ≥ 1/N
[16℄, where now P¯
(1)
j
∗
gives the probability for the outome 1 when all parties but the j-th are dishonest and ating
in unison to fore the outome 1. It follows that this bound should apply to M -party strong N -sided DR as well (for
otherwise we get a ontradition). That is,
P¯
(i)
A
∗ · P¯ (i)B
∗ · . . . · P¯ (i)M
∗ ≥ 1
N
, i ∈ {1, . . . , M} . (18)
In the ase of a protool whih is symmetri in the biases, i.e. for any value of i, j, k, and l P¯
(j)
i
∗
= P¯
(l)
k
∗
, we then
have that
q ≥
(
1
N
)1/M
, (19)
where q now denotes the maximal probability of any of the N − 1 parties to bias the result to any of the outomes.
A. Optimal strong imbalaned oin ipping
To prove that the above bound an be saturated, we assume the existene of a strong imbalaned CF protool
saturating Kitaev's bound, eq. (2). Hene, we shall begin by presenting suh a protool, based on Chailloux and
Kerenidis' optimal strong CF protool:
• Alie ips an imbalaned oin, suh that 0 obtains with a probability q and 1 obtains with a probability 1− q,
and sends the outome o to Bob.
• If o = 0 Alie and Bob arry out an optimal imbalaned weak CF protool, where if both parties are honest
Alie wins with probability z0 and Bob wins with probability 1−z0. If o = 1 Alie and Bob arry out an optimal
imbalaned weak CF protool, where if both parties are honest Alie wins with probability z1 and Bob wins
with probability 1− z1.
• If Alie wins the (weak) oin ip, the outome of the (strong CF) protool is o.
• If Bob wins the oin ip, then he weakly ips an imbalaned oin, whose degree of imbalane is dependent on o.
When o = 0, Bob ips an imbalaned oin suh that its outome is equal to 0 (1) with probability p0 (1− p0).
When o = 1, Bob ips an imbalaned suh that its outome equals 1 (0) with probability p1 (1 − p1). The
outome of this last oin ip is the outome of the protool.
Denoting by Pi the probability of the outome i when both parties are honest, we have that
P0 = q (z0 + (1− z0) p0) + (1− q) (1− z1) (1− p1) , (20)
and P1 = 1 − P0. This protool diers from Chailloux and Kerenidis' protool in in that in the rst round Alie
performs an imbalaned oin ip, rather than a balaned one, and dependent on its outome, she and Bob arry out
dierent weak imbalaned CF protools. In addition, if Bob wins then dependent on the value of o he ips one of
6two dierent oins. Thus, instead of two free parameters we now have ve. It is this extra freedom that allows the
generalization to any degree of imbalane.
To obtain the biases, suppose that a dishonest Alie tries to bias the outome to 0. There are two ways that this
an be ahieved, either by announing that she has obtained o = 0 or by announing that she has obtained o = 1. In
the rst ase, her maximal probability of suess equals
P
(0)
A
∗
= z0 + ǫ0 + (1− z0 − ǫ0) p0 , (21)
where ǫ0 ≪ 1 is the bias of the weak imbalaned CF that is arried out when Alie inputs 0, while in the seond ase
her maximal probability of suess equals
Q
(0)
A
∗
= 1− p1 . (22)
Similarly, if Alie tries to bias the outome to 1, her maximal probabilities of suess equals
P
(1)
A
∗
= z1 + ǫ1 + (1− z1 − ǫ1) p1 , (23)
where ǫ1 ≪ 1 is the bias of the weak imbalaned oin ip. whih is performed whenever Alie inputs 1, and
Q
(1)
A
∗
= 1− p0 . (24)
Suppose now that a dishonest Bob tries to bias the outome to 0. Given that in the rst stage Alie outputs 0 (1)
probability q (1− q), Bob's maximal probability of suess is given by
P
(0)
B
∗
= q + (1− q) (1− z1 + ǫ1) , (25)
while if he tries to bias the outome to 1, his maximal probability of suess is given by
P
(1)
B
∗
= 1− q + q (1− z0 + ǫ0) . (26)
For ideal weak imbalaned CF (i.e. ǫ0 = ǫ1 = 0) this onstrution allows for Kitaev's bound to be exatly attained.
This an be seen by imposing the following four onstraints
P
(i)
A
∗
= Q
(i)
A
∗
, i = {0, 1} (27)
P
(i)
A
∗
= P
(i)
B
∗
, i ∈ {0, 1} (28)
Solving these equations together with eq. (20) we get
q =
1
2
(
1 +
√
P0 −
√
P1
)
, (29)
p0 = 1−
√
P1 , p1 = 1−
√
P0 , (30)
z1 = 1 +
√
P0 − 1√
P1
, z2 = 1+
√
P1 − 1√
P0
. (31)
Note that for Pi ∈ [0, 1] q, zi, and pi also in the required range of values, i.e. [0, 1]. Substituting bak into eqs. (21)
to (26) we get
P
(0)
A
∗
= P
(0)
B
∗
=
√
P0 , P
(1)
A
∗
= P
(1)
B
∗
=
√
P1 . (32)
7Returning to the non-ideal ase, using for q, the zi, and the pi the values just obtained, from eqs. (21) to (26) we
have that
P
(0)
A
∗
= Q
(0)
A
∗
+ ǫ0
√
P1 =
√
P0 + ǫ0
√
P1 , P
(1)
A
∗
= Q
(1)
A
∗
+ ǫ1
√
P0 =
√
P1 + ǫ1
√
P0 , (33)
P
(0)
B
∗
=
√
P0 +
1
2
ǫ1
(
1−
√
P0 +
√
P1
)
, P
(1)
B
∗
=
√
P1 +
1
2
ǫ0
(
1 +
√
P0 −
√
P1
)
. (34)
(Note that we no longer require that the onstraints eqs. (27) and (28) be satised.) Sine the ǫi an be made
arbitrarily small, it follows that the protool saturates Kitaev's bound for any degree of imbalane.
B. Optimal two-party strong die rolling
Equipped with the above result we proeed to prove the possibility of two-party strong N -sided DR saturating
Kitaev's bound for any value of N . Consider the following strong N -sided DR protool. In the rst round the parties
arry out a strong imbalaned CF protool suh that there is a ⌈N/2⌉ (⌊N/2⌋) probability for the outome 0 (1). If
the outome of the oin ip is 0 (1), then they agree that the DR protool's outome is (is not) going to lie between
1 and ⌈N/2⌉. Suppose that the rst oin ip results in 0. Then in the seond round they strongly ip another oin
suh that there is a ⌈⌈N/2⌉/2⌉ (⌊⌈N/2⌉ /2⌋) probability for the outome 0 (1). If the outome is 0 (1) then they
agree that the DR protool's outome is going to lie between 1 and ⌈⌈N/2⌉ /2⌉ (⌈⌈N/2⌉ /2⌉+ 1 and ⌈N/2⌉), and so
on until they obtain a single result (see Fig. 1). The probability of obtaining 1 in an honest exeution equals
⌈N/2⌉
N
· ⌈⌈N/2⌉/2⌉⌈N/2⌉ · . . . ·
1
⌈. . . ⌈⌈N/2⌉ /2⌉ . . . /2⌉ =
1
N
(35)
It is straightforward to verify that this probability is true of all other outomes. Let us now onsider a dishonest
exeution of the protool suh that the biases of the underlying strong imbalaned CF protools are all equal to
δ ≪ 1/ ⌈log2N⌉. The probability of obtaining the outome 1 is given by
(√
⌈N/2⌉
N
+ δ
)(√
⌈⌈N/2⌉ /2⌉
⌈N/2⌉ + δ
)
. . .
(√
1
⌈. . . ⌈⌈N/2⌉/2⌉ . . . /2⌉ + δ
)
≃ 1√
N
+ c ⌈log2N⌉ δ +O
(
δ2
)
, (36)
where c ∼ √2/N . (The formal proof follows along the same lines as that given in the appendix for weak DR, and
so is omitted.) Similar expressions obtain for the probabilities of all other outomes. Hene, we have shown that the
this onstrution saturates the generalization of Kitaev's bound, eq. (18), for M = 2 and any N .
C. A family of optimal multi-party strong die rolling protools
The above onstrution readily allows for the introdution of a family of 2m-party strong nm-sided DR protools
saturating the generalization of Kitaev's bound, eq. (18). The idea is to sequentially have distint pairs of parties
strongly roll a die to eliminate some of the outomes, until a single outome is obtained. Thus, in the ase of four
parties and nine outomes, in the rst stage the rst and seond parties strongly roll a three-sided die. If its outome
is 1, outomes 4 to 9 are eliminated, while if its outome is 2, outomes 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 are eliminated, et. Suppose,
for example, that outomes 1 to 6 are eliminated. Then in the seond stage parties three and four strongly roll a
three-sided die, where if its outome is 1, then the nal outome of the protool is 7, while if its outome is 2, then
the nal outome is 8, et. In general, for 2m-parties and an nm-sided die, the protool onsists of n stages. In eah
stage a dierent pair of parties strongly rolls an n-sided die. As there are a total of 2m parties, eah party strongly
partiipates in a die roll one. In order to fore the outome they desire, the 2m− 1 dishonest parties must bias the
result of the die roll in whih the honest party partiipates, and sine at any stage there is only a single outome
that an lead to the desired outome, the dishonest parties an maximally bias the outome with a probability of
(1/n)
1/2
+ ǫ¯, whih saturates the generalization of Kitaev's bound, eq. (18).
It is not straightforward to generalize this sheme to any number of parties and outomes. The problem is that we
have introdued an ordering, whih dependent on it, may in general render the protool asymmetri in the biases, or
8Figure 1: Two-party strong ve-sided DR protool saturating Kitaev's bound. The digits inside the boxes denote the possible
outomes. Eah branhing represents a strong imbalaned oin ip. The frations beside eah branh give the probability for
the outomes within the box below onditional on the outomes in the box above. Thus, for the leftmost branh we have that
the probability for the outome equals 1/2 · 2/3 · 3/5 = 1/5, et.
even trivial by allowing the dishonest parties to fore the outome that they desire. This an be xed by making use
of optimal weak DR to deide the ordering. Unfortunately, this omes at the expense of optimality, i.e. eq. (18) is
no longer saturated. Nevertheless, protools inorporating optimal weak and strong DR protools may give rise to
biases remarkably lose to the inherent bounds. As an example, onsider the following three-party strong three-sided
DR protool. In the rst round Alie, Bob and Clare weakly roll a three-sided die. The winner then randomly
selets a number a ∈ {1, 3} and informs the two losers of his/her hoie. The two losers then strongly ip a oin.
Denote its outome by b ∈ {0, 1}. The outome of the protool is (a+ b) mod 3. It is easy to verify that the maximal
probability of any two parties to suessfully bias to any of the outomes approximately equals 0.69363, while from
eq. (19) q = (1/3)
1/3 ≃ 0.69336. That is, a dierene of 0.027%. Similarly, to the optimal 2m-party nm-sided DR
protools desribed above, this protool an be generalized to a family of 3n-party 3n-sided DR protool, with eah
giving rise to the same bias.
To omplete the disussion we should mention that strong DR is nontrivial also in lassial settings. Indeed, the
lassial biases for two-party N -sided DR are onstrained by the following set of inequalities [10℄(
1− P¯ (i)A
∗)(
1− P¯ (j)B
∗) ≤ N − 2
N
+
1
N
δi, j , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N} . (37)
It is straightforward to verify that these inequalities are weaker than the orresponding Kitaev bound, and hene
allow for higher biases.
D. A family of three-round two-party strong die rolling protools
In this subsetion we introdue a family of three-round strong DR protools, whih generalizes Colbek's
entanglement-based strong CF protool [18℄ to any number of outomes. Suppose Alie and Bob want to strongly
roll an N -sided die using a minimal number of rounds of ommuniation. Then they may proeed as follows. Alie
prepares a pair of systems in the state |ψN 〉 ⊗ |ψN 〉, where |ψN 〉 = 1√N
∑N
i=1 |i〉 ⊗ |i〉, and sends the seond half of
eah system to Bob. Bob randomly selets one of the systems to serve as the die and informs Alie of his seletion.
Alie and Bob then measure their half of the seleted system in the Shmidt basis. The outome of this measurement
is the outome of the die roll. Finally, Alie sends Bob her half of system that was not seleted, and he veries it
was indeed prepared in the state |ψN 〉.
Following a similar argument to Colbek's, Alie's and Bob's maximal probabilities of biasing to any of the outomes
are given by
P
(i)
A
∗
=
N + 1
2N
, P
(i)
B
∗
=
2N − 1
N2
, {i = 1, . . . , N} (38)
9Thus, for N = 3 ǫ
(i)
A = P
(i)
A
∗ − 1/3 = 1/3 and ǫ(i)B = P (i)B
∗ − 1/3 = 2/9. Interestingly, in the limit where N → ∞,
P
(i)
A
∗ → 1/2 , P (i)B
∗ → 2/N , so that P (i)A
∗ · P (i)B
∗ → 1/N . Hene, in this limit Kitaev's bound is nontrivially saturated
in a nite number of rounds, albeit at a ost of a high asymmetry of the biases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have dened a novel mutli-outome generalization of quantum CF, whih we have termed quantum DR. We
have analyzed both its weak and strong variants. Speially, we proved by onstrution that in quantum settings (i)
weak N -sided die rolling  the problem of N remote distrustful parties having to deide on a number between 1 and
N with party i preferring the i-th outome  admits an arbitrarily small bias for any value of N , and (ii) two-party
strong N -sided die rolling  the problem of two remote distrustful parties having to deide on a number between
1 and N without any party being aware of the other's preferene  saturates the orresponding generalization of
Kitaev's bound for any value of N . In addition, we also made use of this last result to introdue a family of optimal
2m-party strong nm-sided DR protools for any value of m and n. The question of whether this is also possible in
the general ase of any number of parties and outomes remains open for now.
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Appendix A
For any weak DR protool, based on weak imbalaned CF aording to the sheme presented in setion II, party
n's maximum hane of losing is given by
P¯ ∗n =
N − 1
N
+ ǫ¯n (A1)
= Π¯
∗
n−1 +
N−1∑
k=n
Π¯
∗
k
k−n∏
j=0
(
1− Π¯∗n−1+j
)
=
n− 1
n
+ δ¯n−1 +
N−1∑
k=n
(
1
k
+ δ¯k
)(
1
n
− δ¯n−1
) k−n−1∏
j=1
(
n+ j
n+ j + 1
− δ¯n−1+j
)
,
where Π¯∗k is party n's maximum hane of losing stage k onditional on having made it to that round and δ¯k the
orresponding bias. If we now let δ¯
(n)
max=ˆmaxk δ¯k and δ¯
(n)
min=ˆmink δ¯k (k = n− 1, . . . , N − 1), then
ǫ¯n ≤ δ¯(n)max + δ¯(n)+
N−1∑
k=n
(
1
n
− δ¯(n)min
) k−n−1∏
j=1
(
n+ j
n+ j + 1
− δ¯(n)min
)
− δ¯(n)min
N−1∑
k=n
(
1
k
+ δ¯(n)max
) k−n−1∏
j=1
(
n+ j
n+ j + 1
− δ¯(n)min
)
−δ¯(n)min
N−1∑
k=n
(
1
k
+ δ¯(n)max
)(
1
n
− δ¯(n)min
) k−n−1∑
m=1
∏
j 6=m
(
n+ j
n+ j + 1
− δ¯(n)min
)
< δ¯(n)max + δ¯
(n)
max
N−1∑
k=n
1
n
k−n−1∏
j=1
n+ j
n+ j + 1
(A2)
< Nδ¯(n)max
Hene, if eah of the weak imbalaned CF protools, used to implement the DR protool, are suh that δ¯
(n)
max ≪ 1/N
for any n, an honest party's winning probability tends to 1/N .
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Appendix B
Alie's maximal bias
Most generally Alie an prepare any state of the form
|ψ′0〉 =
∑
i, j=↑, ↓
αij |ij〉 ⊗ |Φij〉 , (B1)
where the |Φij〉 are states of some anillary system at her possession. After Bob applies Uη the resulting omposite
state is given by
|ψ′1〉 = Uη |ψ′0〉 ⊗ |↓〉 (B2)
= α↑↑
(√
p
p+ η
|↑↑↓〉+
√
η
p+ η
|↑↓↑〉
)
⊗ |Φ↑↑〉+ α↑↓ |↑↓↓〉 ⊗ |Φ↑↓〉
+α↓↑
(√
p
p+ η
|↓↑↓〉+
√
η
p+ η
|↓↓↑〉
)
⊗ |Φ↓↑〉+ α↓↓ |↓↓↓〉 ⊗ |Φ↓↓〉 .
The probability that Bob does not nd nd the seond and third qubits in the state |↑2↓3〉 is
P¯↑↓ = 1− P↑↓ = 1− |α↑↑|
2
p+ |α↓↑|2 p
p+ η
, (B3)
and the resulting omposite state then is
|ψ′2〉 = N
(
α↑↑
√
η
p+ η
|↑↓↑〉 ⊗ |Φ↑↑〉+ α↑↓ |↑↓↓〉 ⊗ |Φ↑↓〉
+α↓↑
√
η
p+ η
|↓↓↑〉 ⊗ |Φ↓↑〉+ α↓↓ |↓↓↓〉 ⊗ |Φ↓↓〉
)
, (B4)
where N , the normalization, is
1
N 2 = 1−
p
p+ η
(
|α↑↑|2 + |α↓↑|2
)
. (B5)
The probability that Alie passes the test is therefore given by
Ptest = ‖〈ξ | ψ′2〉‖2 = N 2
∥∥∥∥∥α↑↓
√
1− p− η
1− p |Φ↑↓〉+ α↓↑
√
η2
(1− p) (p+ η) |Φ↓↑〉
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (B6)
The maximum obtains for |Φ↑↓〉 = |Φ↓↑〉. This hoie of the anillary states does not aet the maximum of P¯↑↓.
Hene, Alie obtains no advantage by using anillary systems and we an do away with them. Alie's maximum
heating probability is then
P ∗A = maxαij
P¯↑↓ · Ptest , (B7)
where now
P¯↑↓ · Ptest =
∣∣∣∣∣α↑↓
√
1− p− η
1− p + α↓↑
√
η2
(1− p) (p+ η)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(B8)
(P¯↑↓ = 1/N 2). Clearly, this expression is maximum when α↑↑ = α↓↓ = 0. Therefore, to maximize her hane of
suessfully heating Alie will prepare a state of the form
|ψ′0〉 =
√
1− δ |↑1↓2〉+
√
δ |↓1↑2〉 , (B9)
where with no loss of generality we have set α↑↓ =
√
1− δ and α↓↑ =
√
δ. So that
P ∗A = max
δ
(√
(1− p− η) (1− δ)
1− p +
√
η2δ
(1− p) (p+ η)
)2
. (B10)
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Bob's maximal bias
Bob wins and passes the test whenever Alie does not nd the rst qubit in the state |↑〉. The probability for
this is just p+ η. This gives an upper bound on Bob's maximal heating probability, whih is reahed if Bob always
announes that he has won. That is,
P ∗B = p+ η . (B11)
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